Understanding the temporal dynamics of how unfamiliar animals establish dominant-subordinate 14 relationships and learn to modify their behavior in response to their social partner in context-15 appropriate manners is critical in biomedical research concerning social competence. Here we observe 16 and analyze the microstructure of social and non-social behaviors as 21 pairs of outbred CD-1 male mice 17 (Mus Musculus) establish dominant-subordinate relationships during daily 20-minute interaction for five 18 consecutive days. Using Kleinberg burst detection algorithm, we demonstrate aggressive and 19 subordinate interactions occur in bursting patterns followed by quiescence period rather than in 20 uniformly distributed across social interactions. Further, we identify three phases of dominant-21 subordinate relationship development (pre-, middle-, and post-resolution) by combining phi-coefficient 22 and difference methods used to determine at which bursting event mice resolve dominant-subordinate 23 relationships. Using First Order Markov Chains within individuals we show dominant and subordinate 24 animals establish significantly different behavioral repertoire once they resolve the relationships. In 25 both dominant and subordinate mice, the transitions between investigative and agonistic behavior 26 states are not common. Lastly, we introduce Forward Spike Time Tiling Coefficient, the strength of 27 association between the given behavior of one individual with the target behavior of the other 28 individual within a specified time window. With this method, we describe the likelihood of a mouse 29 responding to a behavior with another behavior differ in pre-and post-resolution phases. The data 30 suggest that subordinate mice learn to exhibit subordinate behavior in response to dominant partner's 31 behaviors while dominant mice become less likely to show subordinate behaviors in response to their 32 partners' action. Overall, with the tool we present in this study, the data suggest CD-1 male mice are 33 able to establish dominance relationships and modify their behaviors even to the same social cues under 34 different social contexts competently.
Introduction 36 A significant challenge in understanding how the brain regulates dynamic changes in social interactions 37 is the analysis of the microstructure of behavior. In studies of dyadic social interaction in laboratory 
54
A number of methods have been proposed for studying the temporal dynamics of social interaction in 55 laboratory animals but these are still underutilized. One approach has been to analyze the First Order 56 Markov transitions between successive behaviors produced by one individual to identify those behaviors 57 that transition between each other more frequently than expected by chance. This method has been 58 used to analyze non-social rodent behaviors exhibited in a solitary environment such as the forced swim 59 test, elevated plus maze, open field, and exploration box [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] as well as the sequential pattern of 60 social behaviors made by one individual in the resident-intruder paradigm and during social play [12-61 19 ]. An advantage of this method is that it can reveal contingencies occurring between two behaviors 62 made by each individual, but it is also limited in that it can underestimate the association of two 63 behaviors if they are interrupted by other behaviors. Furthermore, this type of analysis does not address 64 interactions between behaviors made separately by each individual. To address this issue, it is possible 65 to synchronize sequences of each subject to create one overall sequence for event-lag based sequential 66 analyses [20] [21] [22] , or utilize sequential timed-window approaches that facilitate the identification of 67 behaviors made by one individual that occur within a window of the onset of another behavior made by 68 their partner [23] [24] [25] .
69
In the present study, we paired outbred CD-1 male mice with each other for twenty minutes per day for 70 five days. We first sought to characterize precisely how and when each dyad successfully resolved their 
Relationships were determined to be resolved at the 171 first burst following which all remaining bursts satisfied this criteria.
172
Behavioral changes across pre-resolution, middle, post-resolution phases 173 For each dyad, a relationship was considered 'pre-resolution' for the time prior to the burst when it was 174 first considered resolved according to the difference method; a relationship was considered 'fully 175 resolved' for the time following the burst when it was considered to be resolved according to the phi-176 coefficient method; a relationship was considered to be in the 'middle' for the time in between these 177 two time points. These criteria ensured that no relationship was considered 'pre-resolution' when we 178 had at least some evidence to the contrary using the less-stringent difference methods, and no relationship was considered 'post-resolution' until there was strong evidence from the stringent phi- Forward STTC (FSTTC) = 1 
Results

236
Changes in duration of behaviors of dominants and subordinates over days 237 We evaluated how each individual changed their behavior across the 5 days of social interaction. We 
307
Note that we excluded any bursts with less than 6 behavior bouts to determine the relationship 308 resolution but those bursts are still shown in the graph.
309
As shown in Fig 3, 328 seconds for the difference method. By combining the results from these two methods, we were able to 329 identify three separate phases of the relationship development in mice dyads: i) pre-resolution -prior to 330 any evidence of social role resolution by either method, ii) middle -evidence from the difference 331 method of social role resolution but not fully and consistently resolved according to the phi-coefficient Supplementary Table S1 . Table S2 ). this is less likely to lead to aggressive behaviors and more likely to lead to subordinate behaviors.
Fig 6. Kinetogram of transitions between behaviors for (A) dominants pre-resolution, (B) dominants
415
Further, post-resolution subordinates were also the only group not to show a significant transition from 416 sniffing body to sniffing head, but they did show a significant transition from sniffing head to side-by-417 side contact (p=0.006). 419 We used timed-window cross-correlation to determine the likelihood of behavioral states being 420 exhibited by an animal within 2 seconds of when their partner exhibited a specific behavioral state 421 during the pre-and post-resolution phases. In Fig 7, we show the FSTTC contingency values between 422 lunging/biting, tail rattling and subordinate behaviors. Based on our finding that tail rattling appeared to 423 act as an indicator of arousal for both dominant and subordinate individuals we chose to examine this 424 behavior separately from the other aggressive behaviors. In Supplementary Table S3 , we present the 
418
Timed-window cross-correlation between individuals
441
We also find evidence that as relationships resolve, dominant animals continue to respond to aggressive 442 behaviors exhibited by their partner with aggression, but subordinate animals decrease this 443 contingency. We found no significant differences in contingency values pre-resolution between 444 dominant and subordinates in biting/lunging or tail rattling leading to biting/lunging. Post-resolution, 445 subordinate animals show significant reductions in these contingencies whereas dominant animals 446 maintain high values (Fig 7B) . Interestingly, both pre-and post-resolution dominant and subordinate 447 animals were highly likely to respond to subordinate behavior by their partner with biting/lunging or tail 448 rattling, indicating that even subordinate animals may seek to be aggressive if their partner shows any 449 sign of yielding. Further, during the pre-and post-resolution phases both dominant and subordinate 450 animals respond to lunging and biting by their partner with tail rattling suggesting that tail rattling is an 451 indicator of arousal for all individuals. Interestingly, this behavior may actually be used as a signal to 452 deescalate aggressive behavior in pairs. Post-resolution, subordinates significantly decrease their tail rattling in response to the tail rattling by dominant animals whereas dominants continue to show high 454 contingencies of tail rattling in response to their partner's tail rattling (Fig 7C) . . Further, we also found that the frequency of digging behavior was a strong 551 predictor of eventual dominance status. Eventual dominants engaged in this behavior significantly more 552 frequently in both the pre-and post-resolution phases. Indeed, digging was the only behavior pre-553 resolution that could be used to successfully predict the eventual dominant-subordinate relationship.
554
One of the suggested functions of digging is to enhance scent-marking. Mongolian gerbils show 555 stereotyped digging behaviors while urinating or defecating to preserve the odor of scent-marks for 556 longer [66] . In mice, elevated levels of both digging and grooming behavior have been reported in males 557 who experienced 10 or 20 consecutive days of aggressive victories over subordinate individuals [67, 68] .
558
Our results are consistent with these findings and suggest than in pairs with established dominance 559 relationships that both grooming and digging are used by the dominant mouse to reinforce the 560 dominance relationship without requiring them to engage in costly bursts of aggressive behavior.
561
Conversely, we found that post-resolution subordinate mice were more likely to show passive social 562 interaction. Post-resolution dominant mice showed many significant First Order Markov transitions 563 between social behaviors, whereas subordinate mice showed relatively few, consistent with the findings 564 of Koyama et al. [69] . Notably, we found that subordinates would not transition from sniffing their 565 partner's body to sniffing their head suggesting that subordinates are less inclined to actively investigate 566 dominant mice face on. Consistent with this interpretation, we found that post-resolution subordinates 567 showed higher levels of anogenital sniffing which likely occurred when dominants were moving away 568 from them and were unaware of this social contact. We also found that post-resolution subordinates 569 spent longer in side-by-side contact with their partner and were more likely to transition from sniffing 570 their partner's head to side-by-side contact than dominants. These results appear to be consistent with 571 other data from mice [70] and rats [71] that a loss of social status leads to changes in the pattern of 572 olfactory investigation exhibited by subordinate mice from an active to a passive strategy.
573
In summary, we show mouse social behaviors can be analyzed in various ways to qualitatively and 574 quantitatively assess the development of a dominant-subordinate relationship in a dyad. We 575 demonstrate that by analyzing the pattern of bursts of aggressive and subordinate behavior it is possible 576 to identify different phases of the social dominance relationships of pairs of mice. These methods may 577 be useful for identifying those animals who are able to form relationships more quickly than others and 578 who may be more socially competent. We also show that examining the First Order Markov transitions 579 between social behaviors within individuals, and the FSTTC contingencies between behaviors of each 580 animal can reveal how patterns of behavior change over time. Developing such methods for analyzing 581 the microstructure of behavior will be helpful for developing our further understanding of the 582 neurobiological mechanisms behind these changes.
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Supporting information
586 Supplementary Table S1 . The difference in durations of behaviors between dominant and 587 subordinate mice across three phases (paired Wilcoxon Signed Rank Sum Tests). The value in 588 parenthesis is p-value and asterisks indicate; *: p<0.05, **: p<0.01, ***: p<0.001
589 Supplementary Table S2 . The median probability of behavioral transition within individuals and its 590 significance tested based on permutation. Asterisks indicate; **: p<0.01, ***: p<0.001. We 591 conservatively considered the transitions to be significant if p≤0.01 and only significant p-values of 592 transitions are displayed.
